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APIS MEL

If there is swelling anywhere on the body with pain like a sting, keep your finger pressed on the swollen part for one tenth of a second and lift it. There will be depressing. In such cases you must invariably use this drug.

The inflamed part feels worse with hot application and better with cold. The patient feels relieved with cold water, then Apis Mel is the correct remedy.

Once one of my co-practitioner sent me a patient who had injury with wood thruss. The injury was 2/3 days old, had ripened with pus oozing out but there was swelling alround with stinging pain. The patient was young but appeared subdued. I pressed the swoolen part and it caused a depression. On these symptoms I gave him Apis Mel and asked him to come next day. He did not come but on the 3rd day I happened to meet him on the way. On seeing me he came to me and showed me that the inflamation had disappeared.

This is effective on bitious inflamation whether on some parts or all over the body, with a feeling like bee sting and swelling. This is useful if the lower eye lid is swollen or there is a sty.

This is indicated if the testicles has irritation, the skin has become thick. There is burning and the ailment ameliorates with cold water.

If the patient has watery stools and is habituated to drink wine Apis Mel must be thought of.

In coryza or fever the patient gets up from the sleep sherking.

Apis Mel patients have, brainfatigue, weak memory, easily irritated, has vertigo on closing the eyes, is engrossed in himself but unable to do anything.
ARNICA MONT

All Homoeopaths know that this remedy is very useful in injuries, falls and contagious, e.g., if there is swelling or inflammation this will give **positive relief.**

A principal indication of this remedy is that the patient feels that the bed is hard and changes his position often from side to side.

After delivery the medicine will relieve pain and prevent septiG condition. Whenever I have been cafeld to attend a delivery case, whatever other medicines I might have given prior to delivery I always give Arnica Mont after delivery (parturition). There is no need to give any other medicine. If a patient has hit his eye and the eye sight is affected or gets headache following the injury on the eye or there is any other congent symptom, the remedy has the efficacy to cure all such ailments.

I have cured with this successfully summor boils.

This is useful in whooping cough, if the child cries before the affection and the cough starts later. Patient with long standing rheumatism is even afraid to shake hand or does not like anyone to come near as he is afraid that his ailment may aggravate. In such condition this remedy is useful. Learned Dr. Satyavrata Siddhantlankar has written a very good case of Arnica Mont and I appreciated it very much. So I reproduce his own word: "An old man was suffering from rheumatism. His grandson came to him dancing with joy. He waved him off saying "No, No," as he was afraid that the child may mount on his shoulders and cause pain to his joint already affected by rheumatism. If only one dose of Arnica Mont is given to him he will take his grandson on his shoulders and begin to run about freely.

If any one has exerted himself a lot or has walked a long distance and feels extremely tired with pain in body one dose of Arnica will give relief. This is my experienceJMyself and Dr. Y.P. Bharadwaja used to go for treating some patients, labourers at the brick kiln in Singhdeo. On our way we had to cross a river which had not much flow of water, but we had to keep our Motor cycle on one side of the river bank and cross the river through rugged road which caused lot of jolts and jerks. On reaching back home in the evening I felt very tired and run out. I used to take a dose of Arnica and used to feel quite fit,
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